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Today customer expectations for digital experiences with utility
companies increased considerably.
The COVID-19 pandemic particularly accelerated this process,
making digital channels and innovative customer experiences the
true keys to higher satisfaction among consumers. 

Thus, being able to answer new customers’ need embracing
distinctive strategies is the only way to stand out in the market.
How to do so? Companies should give a chance to Customer
Engagement solutions, choosing the right format according to
their business goals and industry.

ABOUT
THIS REPORT

After reading this report, you will understand:

How customer engagement can positively affect the Utility
industry and why;
The existence of different formats and solutions to reach
Customer Engagement;
Bit2win’s Customer Engage Platform and its best modules to
engage customers in the Utility industry;
How to take the most of the introduced formats and solutions
to achieve specific goals.
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Of customers said they would be more likely
to shop with brands who provide relevant and
personalized offers and recommendations

89%
Of customers leave a utility company to
search for a better offer due to poor
customer experience and lack of customer
loyalty programs.

82% Of customers expect direct and continuous
communication and assistance from brands.

91%

THE CONTEXT:
NEW CUSTOMERS' NEEDS

Utility companies have still not realized the business value that
other sectors have achieved implementing customer
engagement solutions in their business models. Hence, it is
important for utilities to follow other industries’ lead and start
adopting revolutionizing tools to win the competition. In the
retail industry, for example, customer experience is more
important to consumers than price or product. Actually, it has
become the real differentiator and the best way to meet this
call is to implement customer engagement strategies.
But there’s more. Utility companies should take into account
that today customers have specific needs: they want
personalized products and shopping experience, they expect
an omnichannel and direct communication with brands, they
want to be heard and to feel part of the entire brand
experience.
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Companies lose 10% of customers a year and acquiring new ones costs 5
times as much. This is why customer engagement is fundamental: it can help
companies turn first-time buyers into customers, retain existing ones and
improve branding.
For some years now, customers no longer considered Utility companies as
mere commodities. On the contrary, they know they can easily choose from
the market the brand that best satisfies their needs. Increasing customer
engagement means becoming a trusted partner rather than just an entity
that asks its customers to pay monthly bills.
Moreover, with a huge churn ratio, it has become crucial for utility
companies to implement strategies that help them engage their customers.
Actually, this churn rate can be reduced by improving customer
relationships, establishing loyalty programs and offering customers new
ways to interact with the brand.

WHY THE UTILITY INDUSTRY
SHOULD INVEST IN CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT 
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BIT2WIN’S ENGAGE
PLATFORM: 
choose the right format to
engage your customers

Bit2win Engage Platform is the

solution that allows Utility

companies to generate new

leads and engage customers in

a simple, personalized and

creative way. It is an

omnichannel platform used by

the best companies to build

customer loyalty across every

platform and touchpoint.

How does it work?

Choose the solution that best
suits your needs. 

Identify your strategy and
activate all the touchpoints
that you consider strategic.

Create an end-to-end customer
journey to offer consumers a
personalized shopping experience.

Measure the success of your
campaigns and analyze the activities
carried out by your competitors.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF OFFERING A
BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
IN THE UTILITY INDUSTRY

LOYALTY

The Utility industry must do its best to change the perception of
both market and users. They see it as a simple service provider, so
Utility companies should act as active players in customers life,
like entities that are able to customize their service offering an
added value to the market. And what better way than to adopt a
loyalty program that engages customers while letting them save
money and promotes virtuous behavior?
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Loyal customers spend 67% more money
 than new ones.

Some statistics on consumer loyalty show how a 5% increase in
loyal customers corresponds to an improvement from 25% to
95% in corporate profits. Loyal customers are also those who
generate profits equal to 8% of sales made through online stores.

Therefore, the goal for companies in the utility sector is customer
loyalty with the possibility of cross-selling and up-selling
operations. 



Build trust in your brand with attractive
loyalty and rewards programs. Our
loyalty platform offers flexible solutions
to create the perfect loyalty campaign
for your company and your customers.

How does it work?

Configure your loyalty
program and offer

customers exclusive
benefits.

Launch your loyalty
program keeping in

mind customer
needs.

Reward your customers
with personalized

incentives and
experiences.

Loyalty  Program
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You will have the possibility of offering your customers a good
reason to repeat their purchases, discouraging them from buying
from competitors. Why? Because you will generate a sense of
belonging and sharing of values among Loyalty Programs users and
you will also gain important benefits: you will see an increase in
revenues and profitability and you will be able to collect precious
data and information on customers and on their purchasing habits.

Bit2win provides a simple but effective way to:



Earn & Burn Loyalty
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In this traditional approach to loyalty, customers earn points for the money
they spend. By collecting points to “burn” and turn into discounts, gifts, etc.,
customers are encouraged to keep purchasing.

Incentivize purchases
and other actions

Give points Offer a reward

How does it work?

high purchase
 frequency

selling 
commodities

competing on
 value for money

To the customer these seem like great deals, even though the reward has a
higher perceived value than its actual cost. In addition, points not spent
help brands save additional money.

Earn & Burn loyalty programs treat all customers equally, so there’s no need
for further segmentation. 

Since both online and in-store purchases are rewarded, customers are
required to identify themselves, either by signing up or by showing their
loyalty card.

With Bit2win’s Earn & Burn Loyalty program you will
reward redemption and benefit from:



Segment your customer base more effectively: monitor & analyze member activity
and interests. Improve the customer experience and provide highly targeted
communication.

Tier-based programs keep customers interested over a longer period of time.
Reaching a higher tier level feels like an achievement, which motivates customers to
keep ranking up.

Tiered Loyalty
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Here's what you gain with Bit2win's Tiered Loyalty program:

manage long
decision times & high

order values

highlight shared
beliefs

high-quality
shopping experience

Better benefits and
conditions

Even better benefits
and conditions

Tier 1 Tier 2

Distinguish your customer experience from your competitors’ with high-tier
benefits. The amount of effort required to obtain top tier benefits discourages high
spenders from switching.

Communities are smaller clubs within the loyalty program. They are based on
specific topics, interests, or values that are important to customers. Leverage
these topics to strengthen the relationship with your customers.

How does it work?



The goal of setting up communities is to provide each of your customer segments
with an experience that goes beyond transactions, setting you apart from the
competition.

Communities aren’t standalone loyalty programs, but instead serve as an add-on to
another loyalty program structure, such as Earn & Burn, allowing you to add new
touchpoints to your original framework.

Community Loyalty
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With Community Loyalty you can benefit from:

Benfits and incentivized
action relevant to

community 1

1.Community

Communities can be centered around a popular product, such as a gaming console;
a lifestyle or hobby, for example, running or wellness; or even ethical values, like
sustainability.

Communities are smaller clubs within the loyalty program. They are based on
specific topics, interests, or values that are important to customers. Leverage
these topics to strengthen the relationship with your customers.

How does it work?

strengthen brand
identity

engage customers
with specific values

foster a sense of
belonging

2.Community

Benfits and incentivized
action relevant to

community 2



Each program type has the power to move different KPIs. With a mixed program,
you can easily drive non-commercial goals, such as supporting your brand
positioning.

Bypass the limitations of each type of loyalty program and reach your full potential.
Start with some functionalities from one type, and mix things up by adding
complementary elements along the way. 

Hybrid Loyalty
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The benefits of Hybrid Loyalty:

Tiered program

Make a lasting impact by introducing features that support your brand’s message.
Reward sustainability or an active lifestyle to connect with customers who share
your brand’s values.

With a hybrid loyalty program you can merge two or more types of programs
together. Combining multiple elements is often the key to creating a loyalty
scheme that best fits your business strategy.

How does it work?

reach and improve
KPIs

align loyalty program
with brand

match program to
audience

GamifiedEarn & Burn



Each challenge (or badge) is a set of multiple actions, chosen to fit your business
goals. These micro-journeys help you understand how customers prefer to engage
with your brand.

Provide a sense of accomplishment by associating each challenge with a reward. To
make progress, customers need to repeat actions valuable to your brand, developing
new habits.

Gamified Loyalty
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Gamified Loyalty allows you to:

Incentivize 
actions

In addition to completing challenges and unlocking badges, customers can be
given incentives to engage on social media, create and submit their own content, or
take gamified quizzes.

A loyalty program based on challenges to engage customers in a fun and
interactive way. The goal is to encourage customers to interact regularly with
the brand and form new habits.

How does it work?

meaningful loyalty
experience

community building share values

Assign
budgets

Award
benefits

Encourage
engagement

Incentivize 
actions



Coupon Personalized coupons offer benefits to customers
based on their needs and represent a flexible and
more innovative solution than simple gift cards.

What makes our Coupon
Management unique?

Choose the value that suits your clients’ best interests:
value coupons, absolute discounts, or percentage
discounts.

Use and retarget coupons as many times as you like.

Distribute your coupons any way you like using 3rd
party integrations with CRMs or other messaging
services you use already.

Offer your customers a coupon wallet to check them
where and when they want.

How does it work?

Create coupon campaigns that are
limited to certain users or user
groups with special attributes.

Generate millions of unique
coupons in just a few clicks by
setting naming and duration rules.

Prevent fraud with single-use
coupons and a whole host of
tracking possibilities.

Why should you
choose the Bit2win
Coupon module?

Set individual expiry
dates and link client
IDs to single coupons.

Reduce overspending
with budget and discount
redemption limits.
Automatically end your
campaigns when they
reach their target.
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Don't you hold back!

Keep discovering incredible Engagement
and Gamification solutions

Nowadays, some specific formats of Engagement and Gamification
are the best idea to keep customers involved and bring them closer
to the brand. The Utility industry too should adopt such strategies
to better activate and satisfy its target audience. How? It can
implement different solutions to achieve specific goals such as:
personalizing the offer, encouraging behavioral change,
increasing awareness, implementing easy and fast
communication.



Instant
Poll LISTEN TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

How does it work?
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With Bit2win's Instant Poll module you can engage customers in
utility’s operations: customers can report problems in order to
give useful feedback to companies and help them offer a better
service. To encourage such initiatives, companies can insert
gamification formats in the apps or platforms already used by
customers, while rewarding them for the given help. 

Ask your participants an
opinion about a specific

topic and let them choose
among multiple options of

answers

Participants can then
register in a fast and
simple way using a
social media log-in

They will discover
instantly whether
they have won a

reward and how to
obtain it
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How does it work?

Your customers buy one or
more products/services from
your offer and then upload
their receipt immediately

after shopping

After uploading the
receipt, the participants

immediately discover
whether they have won a

reward

Participants will then
receive a personalized

email with all
information about how

to get the reward

If you want your customers to know better your offer or simply
increase your sales in a fast way, Buy & Win might be what you are
looking for. Promoting new services is what you will able to do
thanks to the Buy&Win module. Utility companies can offer points,
discounts or free-trial to customers who try new services or who buy
specific products. In this way, customers are satisfied because with a
simple action they know and try a new and useful product/service
and they are more willing to continue choosing and paying for it in
the future. 

Buy 
& 

Win
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BOOST SALES AND PROMOTE NEW
PRODUCTS/SERVICES



User-generated content is
shared on social media or

uploaded on a brand landing
page.

Users take a photo
or video with their

personal device.

UGC 
Wall

How does it work?

All content is displayed
on every brand

touchpoint.
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Bit2win offers an easy and entertaining solution to put user-
generated content at the center of your brand communication.
Build your own Photo and Video Walls from any channel and
display them on every touchpoint: you will engage your customers
encouraging them to share content while using your
products/services, improving brand awareness

IMPROVE YOUR BRAND
AWARENESS



DID YOU KNOW THAT 82% OF
CUSTOMERS EXPECT IMMEDIATE AND
CONTINUOUS COMMUNICATION AND
ASSISTANCE FROM BRANDS?

OMNICHANNEL
COMMUNICATION
SOLUTIONS

This surely paves the way for Conversational Marketing.
Nowadays, people tend to use messaging apps not only to
communicate with peers, but also with brands, so why not
take advantage of this trend?

Try WhatsApp Enterprise and Telegram
for Business and benefit from:

VIDEO CALLSVIDEO CALLS

Use business data on Google My Business and
automatically send updated information.GOOGLEGOOGLE

Integrate external tools for video calls (e.g.,
Google Meet, Whereby).

CRMsCRMs

APIAPI

Integrate the solutions into any CRM platform
you use.

Integrate any type of corporate channel and
touchpoint.

Bit2win allow you to transform your Customer Experience
with an omnichannel platform that offers new personalized
conversational journeys to increase remote sales and
improve personal shopping through Instant Messaging
channels.
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WhatsApp 
Enterprise

With WhatsApp Enterprise you
can benefit from:

Sort all incoming chats by point of sale.AUTOMATIONAUTOMATION

OUTBOUNDOUTBOUND
NOTIFICATIONSNOTIFICATIONS

Automatically send personalized offers and
promotions.

Use a unique verified WhatsApp number
linked to all stores and personal shoppers.

  VERIFIEDVERIFIED
NUMBERNUMBER

PROMOTIONALPROMOTIONAL
CAMPAIGNSCAMPAIGNS

Share new promotions and discounts on
large scale, within unlimited time windows.

INSTANT WININSTANT WIN
COMPETITIONCOMPETITION  

Use WhatsApp Enterprise to launch Instant
Win contests.

With Bit2win’s Whatsapp Enterprise solution you will overcome
the limits of Whatsapp Business. You can have the chance to
directly assist your customers through different human
operators using a unique verified number.
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Telegram 
for Business

Why not also try a new
communication channel to
reach your customers? With the
Bit2win’s Telegram for Business
module you can revolutionize
the customer experience and
communicate with your clients
in an innovative way.

How does it work?

NO TIME LIMITSNO TIME LIMITS

Contact and reply to your customers
whenever you want. Telegram
doesn’t set a time limit.

AUTOMATIONAUTOMATION

Take advantage of AI and 
 communicate automatically with
your customers via pre-written
welcome messages, FAQs, etc.

PUSH NOTIFICATIONSPUSH NOTIFICATIONS

Send outbound notifications on
large scale, about promotions and

coupons and other news.

CUSTOMIZED BOTSCUSTOMIZED BOTS

Configure as many bots as you need.
For support and FAQs, for

promotional campaigns, etc

With Telegram for Business you will benefit from the use of a
unique verified account. It will allow you to leverage outbound
marketing, send large-scale promotional campaigns and assist
your customers with automated customer care.
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IN CONCLUSION
Utility companies have
nothing to envy to other
instustries. At their disposal
there are all the tools they
need to stand out in the
market and offer their
customers a good reason to
choose them over the
competition. Sure, the
challenge is to choose the
right solution according to
your specific goals, but
Bit2win's Engage Platform
is here to guide you.

We hope that in this report you found a useful tool to
undersand the impotance of customer engagement for the
utility industries and what format to choose according to
your needs. 
However, if you feel there is still something we can do for
you, do not hesitate to contact us: our experts will be
happy to help you with a personalized answer tailored to
your business’ needs.
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Offer your customers what they expect from you.

Be ready to engage them and make their experience
with your brand memorable. 

Book a demo or just reach out to us and we will connect
you with the right expert to discuss your customer
engagement strategy.

CONTACT
US

Book a demo
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https://www.bit2win.com/request-a-demo/
https://www.bit2win.com/request-a-demo/

